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English (compulsory)1 Paper(25Marks)
Part II : Reading Test
1. Read the text below and answer the questions A:

Valentina Tereshkova was born in the village Maslennikovo, Tutayevsky District, in central Russia. Tereshkova‟s
father was a tractor driver and her mother worked in a textile plant. Tereshkova began school in 1945 at the age of
eight, but left school in 1953 and continued he reducation through distance learning. She became interested in
parachuting from a young age, and trained in skydiving at the local Aeroclub, making her first jump at age 22 on
21 May 1959, At that time she was employed as a textile worker in a local factory. It was her expertise in skydiving
that led to her selection as a cosmonaut.
After the flight of Yuri Gagarin (the first human being to travel to outer spaxe in 1961), the Soviet Union decided to
send a woman in space. On 16 February 1962, “proletaria” Valentina Tereshkova was selected for this project
from among more than four hundred applications. Tereshkova had to undergo a series of training that included
weightless flights, isolation tests, centrifuge tests, rocket theory, spacecraft engineering, 120 parachute jumps and
pilot training in MIG-15UTUI jet fighters.
Since the successful launch of the spacecraft Vostok -5 on 14 June 1963, Tereshkova began preparing for her
own flight. On the morning of 16 June 1963, Tereshkova and her back-up cosmonaut Solvyova were dressed in
space-suits and taken to the space shuttle launch pad by bus. After completing her communication and life
support checks, she was sealed inside Vostok-6. Finishing a two-hour countdown, Vostok -6 launched faultlessly
1(A). Choose the correct answer from the alternatives.
1X5=5

(a) What does the word „expertise mean?
(i) Proficiency (ii) ability (ii) Knowledge (iv) Expert opinion

(b) Who was Tereshkova‟s back-up cosmonaut?
(i)Slovyova (ii) An ordinary pilot (iii) Nobody (iv) Her cousin

(c) When Tereshkova made her first jump, she was an employee ----(i) in a local textile factory (ii) in a sewing factory (iii) in a kindergarten school (iv) in an aerospace company

(d) How many applicants were there for the project?
(i) 300 (ii) 400 (iii) 450 (iv) 500

(e) What does the word „proletaria‟ in the passage refer to?
(i) The working-class people (ii) People with special needs (iii) common people (iv) people who are sick
2. Read the following text and make a flow chart showing the tremendous fast advancement of human beings
(No. 1 has been done for you)
2x5=10

We human beings tend to forget how far we have come as a species in a relatively short period of time. It was only
in the 1870s, when we had the first house that was lighted with electricity. Cars just started to become available
100 years ago. Charles Lindbergh made the first trans-Atlantic flight in 1927. Television didn‟t become widely
available until after World War II. In other words, the advances humankind has made in a relatively short period of
time have been nothing short of extraordinary. Perhaps just as extraordinary is how we tend to simply adapt to
these incredible changes, not realizing how completely our world has been altered in a short span of time. With

that in mind, it is worth looking back at some of the amazing scientific advances we have made in the last few
decades.
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Part II : Writing Test

3. Write a paragraph on the ‘ The Historic Speech of the 7 th March’ in about 200 words based on the answers to the
following questions.
10

(i) When was the speech delivered? (ii)Where was the speech delivered? (iii)Who were addressed in this speech?
(iv) How was the speech related to our national history? (v) How is the speech evaluated internationally?

English (compulsory)2nd Paper(20 Marks)
Grammar :
4. Fill in the blanks in the following text with articles (a/an/the) as necessary. Some of the blanks may not require
an article. Put a cross(X) in those blanks.
.5X10==05

Bangladesh is (a)___independent country. We won freedom on (b)___ December 16, 1971. This freedom was
won as (c)___ result of great sacrifice. (d)___ great many people laid down their lives for (e) ___ freedom of the
country. (f) ___ man who loves his country is (g)___ patriot. (h)___ real patriot loves his country more than his
life. Being patriot, we all should try to make (i)___ effort for the welfare and (j)___ progress of our motherland.
5. Complete the text with suitable prepositions:-

0.5 10 = 5

Do you have any idea (a) ___a cyber cafe? It is place teeming (b) ___ information. It is a network (c) ___all
networks. It is a place (d) ___ computers (e) ___ which customers can use the internet and send e-mails and so
on. A cyber cafe is closely associated (f) ___ Internet communication system. A customer sitting (g) ___ the cafe
can communicate (h)___ people (i)___ the world. In fact, a cyber cafe is not prejudicial (j) __ our development.
6. Complete the sentences with suitable phrases/ words given in the box.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

0.5 x 10 = 5

would you mind

there

as soon as

was born

unless

it is high time

would rather

what does.......look like

as if

have to

Your enemies are looking for you. ___ you left this place.
It is raining heavily.___ closing the window.
Rifat often behaves ___ he were a prince. It becomes very difficult for me to tolerate him.
Humayun Ahmed was a teacher, author, dramatist and filmmaker. He ___ on 13 November 1948.
___ you work hard, you will not make a good result.

(f) I ___resign my job than tolerate injustice. I have moral courage to raise voice against injustice.
(g) Son:___ a satellite ___?
Father: I have heard of it but never got a chance to see it.
(h) We informed the police ---- the incident took place. But the police didn‟t arrive even after two hours.
(i) Our society is full of bad persons. We ___ remain aware of them.
(j) ----- is a hue and cry on the road. Something must have happened.
7. Read the text and fill in the gaps with the correct form of verbs as per subject and context.

.5 10=5

(a) ___ (Teach) is noble profession. A teacher (b) ___ (teach) his students from the core of his heart. He teaches
his students with a view to (c) ____ (give) the light of education. By (d) ____ (get) the light of education, students
can (e) ____ (enlighten) their inside. The students (f)____ (learn) their lessons now as their teachers (g) ____
(instruct) them. But the students now-a-days act as though they (h) ___ (know) everything. They are not (i) ____
(pay) heed to their teacher‟s advice. But the students must be careful in their studies lest they (j) ____ (fail) to
secure good marks.

